
  

 

Hi, My name is Felipe Hodar and I am a Coach. I would like to invite you for a deep journey to go further in you life and achieve 

a next level of your dreams and objectives. 

How to do that? Well, I want to present you all benefits you can reach through an individual coaching program. 

You will be able to redesign your life and achievements. Stablish consistant goals, strong action plan, develop new behaviour 

based on focus and continuous improvement. Further than you will be able to understand all obstacle in which you unconsciously 

faced over all you life but that time you will be able to eliminate those and change your life in many areas, as Health, Finance, 

Social, Family and others. 

Coaching design model is a methodology where you will manage both side of your brain in which is responsible for your rational 

and emotional actions. Your cognitive and emotional understanding will be improved through class section tools and extra 

exercises and the results can be felt almost before the end of the first section. 

How coaching design model Works? 

Full cycle includding 12 weekly section with 1h30min  

Others benefits: 

• Belief Redesigning 

• unleash power within you 

• Pursuing your goals and objectives with high performance behaviour 

• Achieve Self confidence, self control and flexibility  

Answer these questions: 

How is your life today? 

How many time you are spending with you? 

How is your performance in your work and life? 

Until when you are going to watch your life in front of you instead of act as a principal? 

I am your Coach.  

Sincerely 

Felipe Hodar Luengo - Inspiring others to achieve their goals. 

 

 

Who is Felipe Hodar Luengo. 

Co-Owner of Astro Engenharia, an engineering consulting company founded in 2001 and responsable of MYAim Coaching High 

Performance behaviour development. Graduated as Engineering, MBA in Supply Chain and Coaching. Worked in big companies 

as General Electric, ABB and others. With more than 15 year experience in industrial area in which the last 5 year as supply 

chain management leadership.  

 

 


